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Tseng defeats Robertson in run-off electio

Nation
Update

By Kristin Roncarati
Staff Writer

Jerry Tseng became the new
ASUOP President followt'ng the run0 ff
.
election held yesterday between
him and Morris Robertson.

Due to the recent change in
Proposition B regarding the transition
for officers, the officers
'11 dates
k
WI
ta e on their positions 20 days
following the election, versus the
previous limit of 14. According to

Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado
an upset victory over
F. Mondale in the New
IJH:amoslltir presidential primary

By Dorothy Kraemer
Staff Writer

Once again, the UOP Forensics
team stood out amidst stiff competition.
The UOP Forensics team participated in the Western States Forensics Championships in Seattle,
Washington, February 15-21.
Lisa Lau won first place In ia\
Communication Analysis. Semi- f
finalists in Persuasive Speaking were Q
Dana · Robbins, Dawn Gilzean, c
Shauna McKinley and Lisa Lau . .'S
Gigi Herbert and Dawn Gilzean were f
semi-~inalists in Impromptu .The new ASUOP President Jerry Tseng gets congratulated by former
Speakmg.
.
President Scott Vila.
Two team members, Kelly Car,
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5,190-6%
5,330-6%
3,465-4%
2,057-2%
1,011-1%
California Sen. Alan Cranannounced that due to his
showing he will drop out of
race for the Democratic
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Imn threatens US
....
Iran warned the US Tuesday
it will close the vital Strait of
•lorn11uz if any incidents occur as a
of US limitations placed on
forces approaching
ships in the vital oil
The Iranian warning came as
Pentagon acknowledged that a
destroyer had fired upon an
fled vessel.
The Reagan Administration
threated the use of military
if the Iranians attempt to cut
Western oil supplies. "The US
have treaties with its
lrtttronean allies and Japan should
be disrupted," the
House said Monday.

Pictured alxJve are the seven m'embers·of the UOR Forensics Team wh()..p/aced
in the last two forensics tournaments.
.

LA bound flights detoured
By John McCormack
Staff Writer

Although
the
Stockton
Metropolitan Airport is still under the
weather from Pacific Express' untimely death, the ASUOP travel service department continues to operate
with no apparent decrease in
business. "It hasn't affected us at
all," said Marla Nishikawa, one of
three ASUOP travel se~vice agents ...
The discontinuation of Pac1f1c
Express, however, has greatly affecliv' in the Los ru•><c:"o"

tion blocked
The Michigan State Court of
blocked the "chemical
..,.,,,._,,L " of a pharmaceutical
heir who pleaded no consex charges involving his 14old stepdaughter.
Robert A. Gauntlett, heir to
Upjohn Co. fortune, was to
begun treatments Wednesday
a synthetic hormone drug that
manufactures. The apcourt blocked the drug
ll'll:atn,..ft, but said that Gauntlett
.
a one-year jail term
It considers the case.

No star wars talks
President Reagan has said
he will not comply with a
lt'-{mo., ___ •
mandate that would
US to seek a ban on anweapons with the Soviet
inistration officials
the decision by referring
Inter-agency study that conthat such an agreement
not be monitored. "We want
in good faith, but how
that when results can't be
/ .t
" was the response of one
. .
ll"'"•llllil<tr,t::~- official.
The Pacifican made II mto 0 m

•i:"iu~n,rt......

formal change of officers will take
place at the March 27 Senate meeting
held in the Regents Dining Room. It
is here, Vila said, that old officers
will make their ending comments,
and short acceptance speeches will be

Pacific fore~Si~;u;~·;;:nh·st~y~d;'~ut

Hart ~ins in N.H.

So,,-.,,.,t.fri~~ and Angola,
r for you ir'o
~7e agreed to
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area because tnere is no longer an
airline that flies direct from Stockton
to T.i\ ''Th~? s·tockton-LA flight plan
was one of our biggest sellers," said
Nishikawa, "and without Pacific Express Airlines, it has created quite an
inconvenience for Lo~ Angeles
rc-;idents attending UOP .''
Despite the demise of Pacific
Express, however, there has been
relatively no change in reserving a
flight through the ASUOP Travel
Service. Nishikawa stated, "It's
business as usual."

pe~t~r for
Prose for
Interpretation
and
Lehc1a
Herrera
Poetry Interpretation, qualified for ' National
competitions based ori their prior
By Kiku Lani Iwata
competition records.
Staff Writer
The team also participated in the
Raisin Center Invitational at Fresno
University of the Pacific
February 24-26, and did very well. President Stanley E. McCaffrey has
Eighteen schools in California and been appointed to the National
Nevada competed. UOP took third Collegiate Athletics Association
place in the "Sweepstakes" (overall (NCAA) Presidents' Commission.
Presidents anaeliau~elfurs of the
competition) losing by half a point to -University of Nevada at Reno.
Pacific Coast Athletics Association
Randy Dean took first place in (PCAA) member institutions appoinExpository Speaking, Shauna ted McCaffrey to the commission as
McKinley took first in Persuasive the PCAA representative. UOP is a
Speaking, first in Speech to Entertain member of PCAA.
and fifth in Impromptu Speaking.
The commission, established at
Lisa Lau won second place in Ex- the NCAA annual convention last
pository Speaking, was a finalist in January, will have 44 members, all
Persuasive Speaking, and won fifth in presidents or chancellors. It will serve
Communication Analysis. Second as an advisory body to the NCAA,
place was won by Leticia Ferrera in concerning the governance and adPoetry Interpretation. Sue Shin and ministration of intercollegiate
Kelly Carpenter both took sixth place athletics.
in Expository Speaking. Monty GritMcCaffrey was grateful to the
fin was a semi-finalist in Impromptu presidents and c~Jancellors for their
Speaking, Dawn Gilzean was a voice of confidence and said, "I shall
finalist in Persuasive Speaking and do my very best to represent the Conplaced fourth with Randy Deal in ference effectively. I believe in active
Duo Interpretation.
involvement of presidents and chan-

.
cellors in the determination of
policies governing intercollegiate
athletics in our nation."

"I shall do my very best to
represent the conference
effectivelv.'' .

• --Pres:?ent McCaffr:y
McCaffrey said, "J believe in the
values of intercollegiate athletics to
the individual participants and to the
institutions. But while important,
they must always be recogniLed as
part of the total university program,
supplementing the prim·ary academic
function of the institution to enrich
the life of the institution and its
students."
NCAA Assistant Executive
Director, Ted fow, said athletic scandals had contributed to the crcat1on
of the commission . He cited additional factors which prompted the
formation of the commission: the
NCAA recognition that pre~idents
and chancellors play a major role in
determining athletic programs and insuring their institutions carry out intercollegiate athletic policies, the low
attendance record of presidents and
chancellors to association conventions. Tow said the formation of the
commission would encourage increased attendance.
The commision has an advisorystatus but, Tow noted, "It's much
more than an advisory body. Besides
advising the NCAA Council (the
NCAA governing board), it has been
empowered to review anything the
NCAA does, place any item on the
national convention or NCAA Council agenda, request studies, submit
legislative proposals at NCAA conventions, require roll-call votes on
any p1 oposal and call special
meetings of the association."
McCaffrey said he does not see
his commitment "as taking an enormous atnount of time." The commission begins its work in March.
McCaffrey said he feels he can help
contribute and influence the cornmission in its decision-making. He
said, "I do have more background on
intercollegiate athletics than a lot of
presidents, and also concern.''
McCaffrey believes his appointment could accord recognition to the
,•
University. He said he will be
working with "very important and
distinguished" commission member~
.who include Derek Bok, president of
Harvard University, and l.M.
Heyman, chancellor of the University '
·
ega Phi Alpha's third placing Band Frolic last weekend "The Wizard of Wallstreet. ""We could embezzl~. but we might get caught." of California, Berkeley.
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By Debbie DePaoli
Photos by Tim Sweeney

Who are you going to vote for In
the ASUOP run-off election,
Morris Robertson or Jerry Tseng,
and why?

Glenn Barney
Pre-Med
Senior
I'm voting for Morris Robertson because he's older and he has
more experience in real life
situations compared to Tsen2.
Sure, Jerry has the experience of
being vice-president, but he's
younger and Morris can relate
things to his real life situations and
the job here. Why not go with
someone older is my opinion.
I also think it would be good
to have a black candidate for
president. To be perfectly honest, I
think a lot of problems at this
school are that people are racist
and I think it would shoot the
whole thing of racism down, and
I'm all for it.
·

Stuart Westbrook
Electrical Engineering
Sophomore
I would prefer to vote for
Morris Robertson because he has
more initiative and a more mature
outlook. He kliows how to use
it to develop his ideas and to imprement them in a responsible
manner.

Apartheid & Reagan
Readers of the cartoon strip "Bloom County" watched in
amusement recently as the US Army, fresh from their sterling
performance in Grenada, invaded Antarctica. The removal of the
Cuban military from amongst the penguin population notwithstanding, the humour of the Antarctica invasion was
heightened by the notion that US forei~n Dolicv could not get
much worse. That until the withdrawal of South African troops
from Angola brought to light the reality of the Reagan Administration's South African policy.
The withdrawal of troops is part of an effort by South Africa
to assess credibility to the official US policy of "constructive
engagement" during an election year. Constructive engagement is
a policy of not imposing the economic and diplomatic sanctions
that the rest of the world applies to the apartheid government of
' South Africa. The US hopes that constructive engagement will
encourage the white minority to transfer control of the government to the black majority, thus ending racial discrimination in
the country.
It has become a,pparent that the Nationalist Party, led by
Peter Botha, has no intention of ending apartheid. Under South
Africa's new constitution, . overwhelmingly endorsed by white
voters on November 2, 1983, Coloureds and Indians are granted
parliamentary participation, from separate chambers, but the
African majority is still excluded from any form of meaningful
representation.
Many organizations exist within South Africa whose only
objective is the dismantling of the repressive white minority
government. Of these organizations, SWAPO (South-West
African People's Organization) and the ANC (African National
Congress) have emerged as representative powers of the nonwhite African. Members of SWAPO and tne ANC have been
driven outside South African borders into countries such as
Angola that are sympathetic to the black independence cause.
Marxist, communist, and socialist influences are fairly strong due
in part to the class struggle that accompanies the racist placement
of b~acks into unskilled and manual l~bor. Various
organizations, the ANC included, have fought any association
with socialist-Marxist causes, but the lack of support from the
US has forced them to resort to communist sources for funding.
The South African military has been engaging SWAPO
along the Angola-Namibia border in an effort to stymie
. SWAPO's drive for Namibian independence. Namibia is viewed
by the South African government as a colonial state - a view that
the UN and the world, minus the US and Britain, hold equivalent
to the PLO's claim to Lebanon. With the Marxist-socialist goverment of Angola looming across the border, South Africa sees independence for Namibia as an open invitation to communism,
and a subsequent threat to the internal security of South Africa.
The ANC has long found inspiration in the civil rights advancements made by blacks in this country; and prides itself in
the passive resistance approach made famous by Dr. Martin
Luther King. In December, 1961, Chief Albert Lutuli, President
of the ANC, received· the Nobel' Peace Prize for the ANC's nonviolence and patience in the face of continuing repression. The
policy of non-violence is slowly evolving though. Recent born-

.
{J)•
.

bings and active fighting with South African troops are an indication that 36 years of apartheid is quite enough.
The ANC is recognized by 33 countries and the UN as the
legitimate opposition to South Africa's apartheid policies. The
ANC receives support from communist and non-communist
sources alike. Though comunist support accounts for 900Jo of t~e
ANC's funding, Western aid comes from Sweden ($4,210,000 m
1982); Norway ($1,650,000); Denmark, the Netherlands, Austria,
Italy, and Finland.
The US has long been one of the lone supporters of the white
racist government in South Africa, and in Senator Jeremiah Denton's Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism view, the ANC
and SWAPO are "terrorist organizations which act internationally in opposition to US security interests.'' Twenty or thirty years ago, people w~re saying the same things about the civil
rights movement in the US.
Reagan fears the violent revolution that will result in South
Africa falling into the Soviet sphere of influence, and when it
happens he'll point the finger at the expansionist policies of the
Soviets; and probably deploy another volley of cruise missiles for
good measure. The orily finger pointing should be at the US administrations, past and present, that have ignored man's more
'basic desires, that of freedom and equality. This country looks
back on the racial discrimination that dominated our past as
morally reprehensible, but supports South Africa, a country
where racism is written into the constitution. As long as the US
views a country as an economic and strategic entity, there will
always be the oppressed members of that entity willing to run into
the open arms of an ideological opponent, that at least superficially, cares about the individual first.
-T.S.

Gary Hart - the dark horse begins to ~hine

Letter of the Week

Fairbrook
gets roasted
Editor:
As a faithful reader, the
several issues have gained
my attention. In particular,
editorials and the supposed
by a Mr. Paul Fairbrook,
illustrious head of Food Service.
It seems Mr. Fairbrook
decided to fight for the undler~l
that is those who are
"wronged" by your paper.
is very amusing how Mr.
decides to support characters
"popularity, efficiency, pun1ctualill
dedication and service."
words he uses to describe
and Mr. Goldmanru·
should reconsider w
for in the future! M
his comical attempts
Davis and Goldman
propaganda ploy, pro~
of being an administra
However, one must
pulled his strings!
If Mr. Fairbrook seems to
mire, respect and like such
personal qualith;s as he
Goldman and Davis have,
doesn't he hire them to work
Food Service? I'm sure they
need a job. Fittingly, Davis
in charge of student/
relations, and Goldman could
accountant. After all, they are
"honorable" people. Then,
Fairbrook, all could see how
are able to remain as
how long the Food Service
ernain ·solvent and in the blacL
you maeeo are. Just think, all Ill
vegetables in one stew.
Peter IJiJII
Junior, SBPA

To be President, "you must possess the dedication of a mar- enforcement of a Clean Air Act
tyr, the determinatjon of a marathon runner, the stamina of a
- support of Arms control
football linebacker, the precision of a heart surgeon, and the for-innovative nuclear regulation
titude of a guerilla commando.''
- Maintain defense spending but reform priorities to ensure
These analogies certainly may represent the qualities of the
procurement of more reliable weaponry
eight Democratic Presidential hopefuls, however, the statement
- implement federally funded industrial plant modernization
- worker retraining programs
was coined by Colorado Senator Gary Hart, for himself.
- entrepreneur incentives
Who is this man so many have called the dark horse since the
campaign began over a year ago?
Inasmuch as we have been inundated with shoddy political
He calls himself the "issues candidate", the candidate most
rhetoric throughout this campaign (in itself an ordeal for
willing to discuss topics in . specific terms. His pitch: "The America as well as the title seekers). It is essential once again for
The Pacifican is pleased to
Democratic Party can win back the Presidency only by junking its
voters to weed through the propaganda and to ultimately decide
nounce our new feature, Letter
traditional philosophy of government intervention and taking an
upon a national leader.
Week. The title is bestowed
SP.ecialletter that conveys the '
unorthodox, pragmatic approach to the domestic and foreign
. Certainly, th~re are issues being addressed warranting the atcampus involvement. Past
problems of the 1980's."
.~ tentton of Amencans but somewhat more important is the
have included Paul Fairbrook, elf
Recognized as being the first "Atari Democrat," one who
character of each candidate. How important it is that we val
R?ss, a~d Pak E. Durm. Th~ lu 1ue
. d
h .
WI~n~r IS the recipient of a gJf~~~
ad~resses . issues of technology and industrial plant modergoo d JU gement, c ansma, and a positive level of energy. It ·
scnptwn to be mailed to that sp<;
nization, his key word is new; new ideas, new energy, and a new imperative that we_ not utilize the polls and that we not weigh t~!
person in your life. Think hOW it
generation of leadership.
words of the medta as the sole factors in our decision-m k'
p~essed family, friends, or
a mg, will be when they receive that
Hart, the 47 year old Warren Beatty clone, is a native .of rather we must 1'dent1'f~ our needs and prioritize our expectations
copy of 'the Pacifican, care of.
Kansas. Born Gary Hartpence, he attended Yale Divinity School
and only afterwards will we be able to cast well educated votes.
writing abilities. The subscri~uon~
and Yale Law School. After formal education, Hart did a stint
good for anywhere in the conunen
-G. G.
with the U.S. Naval Reserve only to be followed by establishing a
US and Puerto Rico.
private law practice and increasi~g his involvement in the political
arena. The lanky lawyer played a key role in John F. Kennedy's
Dan Sousa
victory in 1960 and also in George McGovern's winning of the
Editor-in-Chief
Party's Presidential nomination in 1972. The youthful Hart has r
been noted for being very unpredictable and amazingly inManagingEditor
Ja~esButler ~..,~-----~~~~~-,
, : novative. He possesses the charisma and hero-like image
fi[!
~~~t
Busmess Manager
·
Tim
Sweeney
~
1a s1 ~;;
Alison
Rae Gillfillan
the policy .ned
Americans are so desperately seeking this next term. He camEditorial Editor
~
~
Jeff Ratcliff
The Pacijican is pub/iS t/11
paigns solely on his personal characteristics, his political
~.~
Advertising Managers
every Friday by stutfents of pi
Kristin Roncarati
qualifications, and the pertinent issues and how they best relate to
Lau~;ie Kirkwood
Uni~ersity of the Pacific, et;n.
0
News Editor
society rather than capitalizing on or knit-picking at an inStaff Writers
Production Manager
durmg vacation periods.
0~
Michael
Bartram
Tom
Lima
ments
from
Pacifican
reader;
tel·
significant moon-walk, a closet Vice Presidency, or the potential
Hil~ry Canty
Mary Cal~bro
Assistant Production M,
welcome. Guest columns anblflil·
for nuclear annihilation.
Assistant News Editor
anager
ters to the editor should be su "·
Lori Engstrom
Carlson .
Production
Crew
t d
5 P''
Often times it is asked, "What can Hart offer to me that 1
Elton
V
e in typed form by
]~
Dave Rosselli
Gary Groth
anessa Bowman
Tuesday to the Pacifican,ifteil
won't get from the other eight candidates (yes, there are eight-Sports Editor
Kiku Lani Iwata
Rachel Bross
floor, North Hall. The poe;; 111
seven jackasses, and one elephant as over the hill as his budget
Dorothy Kraemer
Dana Donahue
. staff reserves the right to e~ori~
Dawn
Polvorosa
deficit)? After being involved with politics for many years inLynette Leifelder
Dave Farlow
supm it ted material. Edt if thl
Entertainment Editor
cluding his current tenure on the Budget, the Armed Services,' and
Evelyn Macavinta
~isa Forrest
comments reflect the views 0 itS!
Suzanne Maineri
~IZ Granicher
Pacific an editorial board, un
the Enviornment/Public Works committees of the Senate, his
Drew Hagen
John McCaormack
IGku Lani Iwata
·signed.
f 1;1
Photography Editor
platform includes an array of topics, for instance:
Kevin Messenger
Sandy Madarus
·· .s~aff members 0 ed al
- decrease favors granted to legislators
Kelly Olsen
Joyce Sarno
Paciflcan can be reach ;pc.
Durlynn Anema
SamVaughn
RoseMarieOfrecio
University of the pacf]IJ9),
Faculty Advisor
Jeff Teutsch
Stockton, California 9521 1 ..1

Win a Pacific
Pulitzer

Jose M. Hernandez
Electrical Engineering
Senior
I'm voting for Morris Robert. son. First of all, l think he
represents what the UOP students
needs are more than Mr. Tseng.
I'm more confident in his ability,
because I've seen Mr. Tseng in his
other office and I think Robertson
would do a better job.

~bci~ PQCificar
"!m''
~

Andrew Harvey
Economics/Political Science
Freshman
I'm voting for Jerry Tseng
because it seems that Jerry has a
lot of experience. I think what this
school needs is a responsible
student government, with all the
problems it is faced with. Jerry
has held an ASUOP office before
and I think someone who knows
the workings of ASUOP would be
better for the school at this stage.

946-2114.
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Everyone wants rhtt
security. and a greater ""''nr'""'
on earth.
Slstsr Marla has 30 ye rs
help.
Sister Marla has helped
you .
The road has great rewlrds .
and overwhelm us and make
Sfstsr Marta has a spintu I
for you in life.

CALL SISTER
STO
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Jesse Marks reflects on new position By Rob Reed
Guest Writer

"She would have wanted a quiet
retirement...she's earned her right to
do that. I'll miss Kay both personally
and professionally," said Jesse
Marks, the newly appointed
Associate Dean of Students, of his
predecessorCatherineDavis.
All of Marks' comments seem to
be made in t~e. same caring manner.
He has the abthty to turn some of the
.
worst en't'\Ctsms
a b out people into
assets for those same people. He empathizes with everyone, yet has the
.1. t
· f 1
d
abt tty o recogmze au ts an turn
down requests. He has some of the
Jeast common but most needed
.· ·
't'
h' h '11
qual tttes m a post ton w 1c w1 help

.

·

tie the administration to the students
The
· the Associate
·
Dean,
s ch.a~~e m
unex
po;uiOn was not entirely
Direc~~;te0 f ~ .~ar~s, presently
hadn't th
es_1 enttal Life. . "I
with me .?~ht 1.t ~~ant a change
and sur'. e srud: I w~ pleased
annou pnsed, but It ~the Immediate
took a~cement o~ hts promotion)
Kay ~ar hwhat ~htly belon~ed to
it bi.tters~ee:~pen after really made
The
·t
con droversy
which follow
D · , and . claims
.
neglected to . e . a~1s ~stgnatton
tentions in hi'Isnqnuetre mt?t. a~~ss' inw post ton.
orne
things were already underwa . Not
because of my appoint
t Y d
and growth have h
dm~~ - nee s
c ange ·
Rumors seemed to imply that

~~~~EW!C:~~G:V~EWEG:V,

Davis alone prevented sorority rush
from moving to"the fall. "All of us in
Student Life favor delayed (spring)
rush," says Marks, "We need to do
what works here and is valid here.
There were years when sorority rush

fell in the spring and there was no impact on grade point average." .
As Associate Dean of Stuclents,
Marks hopes to maintain his personal
ties with "Students. "One of the
.reasons I like my job and what I do is
·working with students. It is easy to
get trapped in the office and dictated
to by a schedule. I had a lot broader
contact a few years ago .than I do
now. It almost seems relaxing to the
acquaintance bit with a group of
students now."
When asked if he could maintain
his ties with students and staff when
he takes his new office, Marks
replied, "I certainly hope so .. .I
would hope I will find ways to overcome it (lack of time). There aren't
enough hours in the day.''

Phonathon needs recruits
By Sam Vaughn
Student volunteers, recruited
from campus organizations, are
currently being sought to participate
in the upcoming 1983-84 Annual
Pacific Fund Program, to be held
March 25,26 and 27th.
This year's fund drive, sponsored by the Student Alumni Council
and the Annual Pacific Fund, is
seeking to top last year's total in
alumni contributions as part of a
challenge by the James Irvine Foundation.
According to Thomas W.
Mooney, Associate Director of
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COUPON

SISTER MARIA
PSYCHIC READING & ASTROLOGY
PALM, CARDS, PSYCHIC ADVICE ON ALL PROBLEMS
MIRACLES CAN BE DONE
IF YOU HAVE FAITH IN GOD AND SISTER MARIA

~
~

~

i

Everyone wants the same things out of life: health, love, happiness,
security, and a greater understanding and awareness of their purpose here
on earth.
Sister Maria has 30 years experience in spiritual and phenomenal psychic
help.
Sister Marla has helped people throughout the world and wishes to help
you.
The road has great rewards, but there are many obstacles that confuse us
and overwhelm us and make us lose sight of the path we are to follow.
Sister Marla has a spiritual gift that can bring ,out everything that is written
for you in life.
.

CALL SISTER MARIA - 9 AM to 9 PM
STOC~T N (2 ~943·6414
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and costume accessories
1926 Pacific Ave. Stockton, 466-8901

YOUR CHOICE OF
RICH-MAID ICE CREAM
HEAPED IN A BIG
OlAF CONE

c

~

§
§

~~! £!c~~!!!~~

-473·

I1

478-6U4

VALID ONLY AT THE
FOLLOWING LOCATION:

NAUGLES®
4601 Pacific Ave.,
Stockton, Calif. 95207

I'

I
I
I
I
I
I

Limit one coupon
per customer.

ONE DOLLAR

Coupon valid till

Aprill, 1984.
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Domino's
Pizza
Delivers™

America knows Domino's
Pizza We've earned our
reputation by delivering
hot, custom-made pizzas
in 30 minutes or less to
homes all across the
country.

t

All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce

~~~·'tl"

~

We promise free delivery
and fast 30 minute
service to your door. All
you have to do is call!
And when we promise:

Domino's Pizza Delivers.

N

Call us.
952·6464
4343 Pacific Ave.
Hours:
4:30pm-1:OOam Sun.-Thurs.
4:30pm-2:00am Fri. & Sal

Price DestroyerN
limitP.d portions of 9
ite••·v for the price of 5
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Black Olives, Ground
Beef, Onions, Sausage,
Green Peppers, Ham,
and Extra Cheese
1 2" Price Destroyer~ $ 9.05
16" Price Destroyer'" $13.20
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Black Oli'oles, Onions,
Green Peppers, Ground
Beef, Sausage, Ham,
Pineapple, Double
Cheese, Extra Thick Crust

Cokee/16oz. bottle/$ .65
Umlted delivery area.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.
t984 Domono's Pizza, Inc.

INCLUDING..•
• scope check ignition system
• Check cylinder balance
.
• Fuel/exhaust system check w1th
exhaust analvzer
.
• Check underhood fluid levels
e $15.00 Value at NO CHARGE for
Japanese cars and trucks only
Call for an Appointment

e YOUR FULL SERVICE SHOPe
BRAKE RELINE

••r~~ft'"' lront d1sc pads. check rotors. 1nspect ;;~~;:1es
check hydraulic systems. adJUSt rea

....

12" cheese $4.80
16" cheese $6.95

We use only the freshest
ingredients and 100%
real dairy cheese.

®

GUARANTEED
REPAIRS

•

This Certificate is good upon request
for any food or beverage from Naugles
menu equal to the value stated hereon.
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YOUR
JAPANESE CAR
SPECIAL
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1 Coupon per
Customer

~ RQS~o~~!e'R~n~~CY ~
for all occasions
sales of theatrical makP-u.n

BIG OLAF!!!

4663 Pacific Ave.
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~
~

Development, last year's tot~
reached $42,000. "This year, we w~
need to do better than that," he S~l
in regards to the challenge, wh1cl
requires that the University tops tll
previous year's leveL
According to Mooney, fou
types of alumni groups will b•
sought: past donors, last year'
donors, recent reunion years, and th
classes of 1982 and 1983.
Anyone who is interested in th
Phone-A-Thon, including individual
who wish to participate, should con
tact Dana Lipsky, 1984 Phon-A
Thon Chairman (944-7154); or th
Development Office (946-2501).

Staff Writer

WANTED HEAVY WEIGHT BOXING PROSPECTS
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BAND FROL.IC

I

Archania's "It Takes Gold To Make Gold" finished first for the third consecutive year in the men's division.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon came in fourth with "Island Fever" in the men's
During Intermissions the audience was entertained by various members of the
UOP Jazz Band.

t

,

"Reach Out" a very emotional presentation by John Ballantyne Hall finished first in the mixed division.

Photos by Drew Hagen
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Pacifican

,

Delta Gamma captured first place in the uncontendedwomen's division with "Name That Tower.,

'1''h
· hes m
· the men's division were Alpha Kappa Lambda with the flashy "It's Mudville Time.,,
1, e second place ji.
mrs

Mr. T. made a guest appearance in Archania's
presentation.

Finishing Second in
Jesse Ballantyne with "A change of Habit. ,,

Grace Covell Hall came in fourth with their entertaining "Trouble With Fire. .,

5

6

Pacifican
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ENTERTAINMENT
i

•

Pretenders play
for a sell-out crowd
at Spanos Center
By Frank Reichert
Managing Edllor

The Pretenders concert Sunday
night had everything to make it great.
lt had people, lots of them. The
show was sold out. Obstructed view
tickets were sold. It was "standing
room only." There was barely
enoush room for the hired tree-trunk
security guards to move around.
Like any good ASUOP sponsored concert, this one had students.
In fact, there were more students in
attendance than voted in the last
ASUOP election or attended any
UOP basketball game.
The concert had a very good
opening band. Although their first
album, Declaration, was released
only Monday, The Alarm's 45minute set was met with much
audience approval. Anthems like
"Sixty Eight Guns," "Where Were
You Hiding When the Storm
Broke?" and "Marching On" will
assure the band of a popular album
and a headline tour their next time in
the States.
The show started on time. Right
at 8 pm the lights went down and the
amplifiers went up. Of course, much
of the audience was still outside at the
time. It was definitely their loss.
The acoustics were excellent.
Every word said and note played were
clear and crisp. The volume was in

,·M ilk and Honey' don't

top form; from both the band and the
crowd. As The Pretenders played
louder the crowd screamed even
louder.
There was an abundance of hit
songs played. Tunes from all three
Pretenders album were heard, each
one coming faster and louder. The
climax came in the classic
"Precious." After two encores, the·
concert was over. What seemed like
20 minutes y,-as actually an hour and a
half.
The new band members,
Malcolm Foster on bass, Robbie
Mcintosh on guitar and Rupert Black
on keyboards, played as if they had
found a home.
Drummer Martin Chambers was
up to the old tricks he used two years
ago at the Fox Theater show. Dressed
in white, with a white drum kit and
receding hair line, Chambers looked
out of control while splashing water
off hit kit, and ricocheting drum sticks
off cymbals and into the audience.
Lead singer Chrissie Hynde was
the focus of the evening. With her
guitar, she led the music on a path to
furious triumph . Without the guiiar,
she was the seductive and demanding
singer with power over the audience.
This concert had everything.
Well, everything except pictures,
which the Pretenders wouid not
allow. Those that were there will
remember it for a long time. -:;;:;;a#~*'

John Lennon & Yoko Ono
Milk and Honey
Polygram
'
a a aOn December 8, 1980, music
fans around the world were horrified·
by the news of John Lennon's murder
in New York. This was one of the
biggest disasters suffered by the
music industry because it marked the
end of an era of music that changed
the minds of every individual in this
world. Lennon's death meant another

thing as well: The Beatles would
never play together again. Even
though the last time they played
together was in 1970, many music
analysts and many Beatie fans
thought they would someday
regroup, even if for only one performance.
It was only a few weeks before
his death that Lennon had released
Double Fantasy. This album was very
special because it was Lennon's
comeback from a five-year stint at
parenthood and family life with his
wife, Yoko Ono, and their son, Sean.
The album became an immense hit,
but it was believed that this was
because of Lennon •s murder.
The year now is 1984, and there
have been a lot of new records
released already. Among these records is John Lennon and Yoko Ono's
Milk and Honey. This album contains leftover material from the
Double Fantasy album.
.
Milk and Honey tries to convey
the idea of the beautiful romance that
Lennon and Ono were having at the
time. They did this by comparing
themselves to the Victorian poets
Robert Browning and Elizabeth

Barrett Browning. Unfortunately • as
talented as the musical c;ou~le may
be they are far from duphcatmg that
ki~d of classical poetry. Len~on and
Ono even went so far a~ to thm_k that
they were a modern remcarnatton of
the Brownings.
.
.
Another aspect of this album ts
that John Lennon and Yoko Ono
share equal time on the album. It
almost seems as if Miss Ono wants to
become famous through her late
husband's fame and his n3.!D~· O~e
would even go as far as descnbmg this
album as "The John Lennon
Album" and ''The Yoko Ono
Album ''both in the same pack~ge.
L;nnon's material, although
some of it was unfinished, is typical
of his music of previous years. There
are funny and senseless lyrics, as well
as some very deep and meaningful
poetry. However, Yoko Ono's story

No Coupon
Ju st Show
Student 1.0. C
Monday · Friday
11 :30 a.m-1:30 p.m.
Salad bar, special Salads and
Sandwiches and Hot Entrees
created daily by our staff.

THE

Department of Music
Education tea.ches
instructing techniques
By Lynette Leinfelder
Staff Writer

Not only is the Conservatory of
Music unique, but the departments
within possess unparalleled features
as well. One such school is the
Department of Music Education
chaired
by
Dr.
Lawrence
McQuerrey. The Department focuses
on teaching students to instruct
choirs, bands, orchestras and instruments.
There are 40 to 50 majors in this
area, a number which has decreased
over the years due to the decline in the
overall hiring of teachers. Both a
Bachelor of Music and a Masters of
Music are offered in conjunction with
the School of Education.
According to Dr. McQuerrey,
UOP's Department of Music
Education, in relation to state
schools, has quite a few special
qualities. First, "hands-on" work
time in local primary and secondary
schools is required. This begins as
soon as students begin their
methodology, which leads to the
second unique characteristic. Music
education
majors
all
have
methodology and experience even if
they don't intend to teach at both
levels. "This provides a solid base,"
Dr. McQuerrey said.
Another unique aspect is the
Video Micro Rehearsal. With this
program , high school ensembles are
brought on campus. Their rehearsals
are video-taped afterwhich the high

·Ice Cream
Lovers
Reioice!
here are some experiences
that words JUSt can't describe.

Haagen-Daz~
AI Pacific and March Lane

CHINESE&

KOREAN
SEMEN DONORS
WANTED
FOR DOCTORS
INFERTILITY OFFICE

957-7056

Expires 3-28-84

RATHSKELLER

FRE

Monday · Friday •
Now serving Pizza all day long,
famous taco salads and
charbroiled burgers.

....
I

school students evaluate themselves.
UOP students then use the tapes as
tools for their own study and conduct
rehearsal analysis.
The Department mav also be
proud of its "Center of Excellence." This four week summer program
is a "little conservatory," in which
teacher candidates go out in the field
and teach ensembles. This has been
quite a popular program for UOP, Dr.
McQuerrey stated, due to the lack of
funding for any summer programs.
One other important factor is
that the Conservatory offers the only
music internship program in the state.
A student may spend his fifth year
working as a credentialed teacher on
a part-time basis, Dr. McQuerrey
said.
With all these benefits, the Conservatory has never failed to place
anyone that has wanted to be placed
in the past 15 years. "Music is an art,
but it is also a skill - as is teaching,"
Dr. McQuerrey commented.

Monday · Friday
7::l0 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
GR
Breakfast: Eggs cooked to order
omelets, bagels and paslnet lr - - - - -- - - -- - - - 1
lunch: Hambugers, salads and
Sandwiches.

When it runs out you won't have to.
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@
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The haircut

you want
is the haircut
you get.
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•
•

I
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At Supercuts. Vleve been
tra1ned to cut hair perfectl)l So
no matter how yOllli'(e your hair
cut, you're going to get the :ut
yoo like. Every iime.
We guarartee ~. or yoor
money back.

has helped make us America's
most popular haircutters.
Which only goes to prove that
when you give people exactly
what they want, they just keep
corn1ng back for more
And a Supercut is always $8 •

jijPC•culrwe·re changing the way America cuts its hair.
STOCKTON

5757 PACIFIC AVE.

951-8827

Features Monday- Live Rock Band Night
Mon March 5th· PRIME TIME
Tues. Male Strippers With Top 40 Dance Music
Wed. Exotic Female Wrestlers; dancing to follow
Thurs Ladies Night With Top 40 Dance Music Bay Area's Best IZOD
473.0374

7824 Thatch Rd. Stoetkon
Another

TAKE THE
SAN JOAQUINS
Now, AND
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You BACK
FoR$7.

~tte3

Now when you travel on Amtrak's San
Joaquin Service between the Bay Area and
los Angeles, you can return for only $1.
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. each
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. There are tw
d•rection and no matter what the weather is, on
Amtrakyo u can always relax and enjoy the lrt·p ·
Wealsopr OVI'd e connecting bus service from
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and Hanford to Tulare County.
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Amtrak at 800-USA-RAIL. _ _,_......,.......
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Archan
ia becomes thr ee f I me w .I nne r
By Rosanne Brouette
Staff Writer

Band Frolic 1984 brought an
abundance of su~p rises for both participants and audience members alike,
but not · for three-time winner Archania nor sole female contender,
Delta Gamma.
"It 's a hot trick," confided Bob
Mikels, President of A_rchania, as he ·
waved yet another glimmering fi rst
place trophy in front of the elated
winners. From the dancing pinstriped execs to the Olympic acrobats
Archania once again stunned Band
Frolic audiences with a fast-paced
Broadway-like production .
'
Similarly, the men of Alpha
J(appa Lambda (2nd), Omega Phi
AJpha (3rd), and Sigma Alpha Epsilon gave Pacific' s oldest fraternity a

hrisrian~

FREE
StOFF

cJ
.
s ~s~ run for the ~oney with their'
Plrited
productiOns.
Th
ch.oreogr~phy ' sii?-ging, and humor o~
this year s. performances exhibited
much behmd-the-scene time and
energy.
As " predicted, '.' Delta Gamma
t~e. _sole contender in the femal~
dJVISJOn, walked off with a first place
trophy: Upon receiving the award,
followmg !heir colorful performance
the con fident recipients jokingly
assured the Saturday night audience
"We are so surprised! "
'
A rousing round of applause is .
also due to the deserving ladies (and
lone m~l~).. of Jessie Ballantyne (2nd
coed diVISIOn). Through their ·employment of contemporary tunes and
humorous antics , they addressed
Jessie's "convent" stereotype and
succeeded in presenting their own

TWO 16 oz. SODAS

ANY MEDIUM OR LARGE PIZZA

Grads-turned-professors
relate years with UOP

amusing perspective of life in an allfemale dormitory.
First place winner in the coed
div.ision, John Ballantyne, gave a
senous interpretation of the purpose
of Band Frolic. Entitled "Reach
out," their production e~phasized
the realities of a nuclear holocaust.
Although they generally gave a
.polished performance, the audience,
By Mike Bartram
schools (U.C. Santa Barbara, S.F.
at times, seemed uncomfortable with
State, University of Oregon), UOP
Staff Writer
the intensity of their theme--comes out on top. One of the biggest
especially in its juxtaposition to
In the past two issues of The draw cards at Pacific is the freedom
Omega Phi Alpha's comical farce.
Pacifican, you have been given the we (the professors) have to develop
But on the lighter side-Who would
chance to hear opinions anq comments new courses. The smallness (of
have thought that Band Frolic could of a few of the graduates of UOP who
UOP) is nice also because you get to
take place in a dorm refrigerator?
have become faculty members. In the know people out of your own departSouth/West residents thought it
final part of this three-part series the ment. I feel we all have really good
"Corny" jokes, dancing
should.
remaining graduates-turned- rapport. I feel I have the respect of
celery stalks, and host Rod Sterliqg
professors will relate their years with my colleagues ."
led South/Westerners through the
UOP.
Dr. Esther Cohen, a professor in
Twilight Zone and inside a walk-in
Dr. Jon Schamber, a professor the Psychology Department of UOP,
refrigerator to capture their place.
in the Communication Department has an M.A. in 1975 from UOP and a
Prevented from placing because
and the director of forensics at UOP , Ph.D. from the University of Utah in
of technical difficulties leading to
received a B.A. in 1974 and an M.A. 1979. Dr. Cohen has been a professor
overtime, Grace Covell's everin 1975 from Pacific. Dr. Schamber at UOP for five years now since
partying residents didn't seem to also received a Ph.D. from the Univerreceiving the Ph.D. She came to
mind with the absence of their head
sity of Oregon in 1982. He originally Pacific to teach because she enjoyed
resident and the promise of "no more
came to UOP on a debate scholar- the school (and the smallness of it) as
alarms!"
ship. After receiving his M.A. in 1975, a student. Dr. Cohen also enjoyed the
Entertaining between the twelve
Dr. Schamber taught for two years at department because there was not a
minute mini-musicals, host Laurie
Berkeley. When asked of his opinion lot of politics within it. When asked
Pallas truly kept the overall producof UOP and the surroundings, Dr. of her opinion of the University, Dr.
tion moving smoothly. The audience
Schamber replied, "I very much en- Cohen replied, "It is a good place to
seemed to capitalize on her energetic
joy the community, students, and teach and good to have small classes.
interpretations of the selected conschool."
I like to get to know the students
temporary songs. One young genDr. Connor Sutton, a professor well ."
tleman at the Saturday evening perin the Physical Education Department
Dr. Stan Beckler, a professor in
formance was especially responsive to
at UOP, received a B.A. in 1961 and an th e Mus ic Department at UOP
Pallas' stage presence---provoking
M.A. in 1963 from UOP. Like Dr. received an M.A. in 1951 from Pacific.
him to dance up the front aisle as
Schamber, Dr. Sutton received a Ph.D. He began as a full-time professor at
Pallas sang, "I Will Survive"---much
from University of Oregon in 1970. UOP in 1955. Dr. Beckler came to
to the audiences' delight.
·
Dr. Sutton became a full-time staff UOP on the basis of a .recommenEnthusiastic audiences conmember at Pacific in 1963. However, dation of a friend in 1947. He returtributed much to the excitement of
before becoming a full- time ned as a professor because of the
the 56th annual Band Frolic. Amidst
professor, Dr . Sutton was the water chance to teach music on a full-time
the air of competition, the true spirit polo coach, swim coach, and tennis basis. When asked of his experiences
of Pacific was present in the laughter
coach at various times at Pacific. He at UOP, Dr. Beckler replied , "It's
and applause of participants, parents,
began his M.A. in San Francisco but been a wonderful experience. As a
and
. was called to UOP to coach the swim composer, if I was forced to go out
team, so he finished his 'degree at and promote my music in a commerPacific. The next fall, Dr . Sutton was cial way, it would be very difficult.
hired as a permanent staff member. UOP gives many opportunities for
He is now entirely in the classroom as performance, I am directly involved
a
professor. When asked if he enjoys with music all of the time . The conS u ite f)
teaching at UOP, Dr. Sutton replied, tact with a young music student is a
"I wouldn ' t be nere if I didn't enjoy very stimulating thing . ·It is rea1ly
it. Teaching is the kind ef profession alive and helps me stay young."
OPENING
where you must like what you're
Dr. Gr eg Matzen , associate
doing. Seeing and comparing other professor of health care practices at
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UOP , received an M.S. in 1975 and a.
J.D. in 1983. He began as part of the~
Pacific faculty in 1972 when the Dean
made hini an offer of a job. Dr. Matzen was then given the job coordinating the externship program.
When asked about his years at UOP,
Dr . Matzen replied, "I pretty much
enjoy the work here. It has been a
chance to grow. UOP is a peopleoriented place and I like that. Also,
the administration gave a lot of
freedom to have opportunities and
responsibilities.
Dr. Don F1oriddia, a professor
of pharmaceutics at UOP, began as a
part of the Pacific staff in 1968. He
came to UOP because of a faculty
member who introduced him to the
school and talked him into going
here. Also, the school was small,
which reminded him of schools back
east (as Dr. Floriddia is from
Boston). His original goal was to
move to San Diego, but he is still here
after 16 years. When asked of his
opinion of UOP and its atmosphere,
Dr. Floriddia replied, "I enjoy the
atmosphere very much. I really like
how the students show the respect in
the classroom, but are also friendly
outside of class."
Dr . William Darling, a professor
in the School of Business at UOP,
received an M.A. in 1958 (in San Francisco) and an Ed.D. in 1973 from
Pacific. He began as a part of the
faculty (full-time) in 1966. Before
coming to UOP, Dr. Darling taught
classes at both Stagg High School and
Delta Junior College in Stockton. In
the Spring of 1966, he was asked to
take over a few economics classes,
and the following Fall he was hired a
a full-time professor at Pacific. When
asked about his years at UOP, Dr.
Darling replied, "I would have gone
somewhere else if I hadn't enjoyed
UOP."
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season
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to
a
halt
.
Baseball wins
R
Ill
By Dave osse

'

Sports Editor

By Kevin Messenger
Staff Writer

Rebounding from a disappointing three-game series with Hayward
Pacific baseball team recorded its tenth
victory of the season as it powered
by Stanislaus St. S-2 on Tuesday
behind the pitching efforts of the
tireless Darrell Van Roy and three
solo home runs.
The Tigers lost two of three to
Hayward before defeating Stanislaus
in Turlock. The Tigers met Stanilaus
yesterday afternoon also (score
unavailable at press time).
With the Tiger ledger at 10-10-1
(not including yesterday's game},
UOP will take its annual road trip
South next week as they'll play five
games in six days in Los Angeles and
San Diego. Pacific will leave for
Pepperdine on Friday morning and
will meet the Wave in single games on
Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
Next Tuesday, in San Deigo, the
Tigers will do battle with the Toreros
of USD before meeting United States
International in a doubleheader on
Wednesday.
The next Tiger home game will
be on March 13th against Sacramento
State at Billy Hebert Field at 3 P.M.
UOP at Stanislaus St
Tuesday, February 18th
Darrell Van Roy (3.08 ERA), in
his ninth appearance of the season,
recorded his sixth victory against one
loss as UOP defeated the Warriors 5-

2.
UOP led early as Brian Carr
scored in the first on a Gary Thomas
double, and three hitters later, Jim
McCahill singled to score Thomas
from third. In the second, rightfielder Bill Waggoner uncorked on
his first homer of the year with a solo
to left-center putting Pacific in command, 3-0.
Stanislaus St. added solo homers
in the 4th and 8th innings to make it
3-2J but UOP shut the door in the
ninth on the strength of two more
one-run homers by Pete Pappas and

Carr.
UOP at Hayward St.
Saturday, February 25th (lnd game)
Despite a strong performance on
the mound by Mitch Dorris (1-3}, the
Tigers were never able to get the bats
rolling as they were defeated by
llaywardSt. 3-2.
Down 1-0 in the 4th, the Tigers
took a brief lead at 2-1 as Gary
Thomas scored on a Bruce Anderson
fly to left, and Hobie Schultz
delivered with a solo homer to left.
However, Dorris gave up two
solo shots of his own in the bottom
half -of the fourth as the Pioneers
regained the lead and allowed only
two hits the rest of the way to preserve
the victory.

Following the final two games of
the 1984 basketball campaign, begin·
ning with tonight's Pacific-Utah St.
contest, a disasterous season filled
with injuries, turnovers, mental
breakdowns and bad coaching will
come to an end.
The UOP Tigers fresh off a two
game road trip, two losses to Long
'Beach State and New Mexico State
(58-68 and 68-70, respectively) will
tangle with the Aggies at 7:35 p.m.
tonight in the A.G. Spanos Center.
The road trip, although not very
productive in the win column, was
somewhat pleasing to Tiger mentor
Tom O'Neill.

"We played two of our better
games on the road and we would like
to continue the improvement and,
hopefully, get into the win colu~n
before t)le season ends," sa1d
O'Neill. "It's important that we keep
playing hard and improving in order
to build a base for the next year.''
The Tigers 2-26, 0-14 in league
play, will more than likely sport a
starting lineup of Andy Franklin (active leading scorer, 12.2), freshman
Joe Fabian, and 6-9 center Brent
Co_unts. Counts is averaging 11:0
pomts per game and 6.4 rebounds m
conference games. In the Pacific
backline you can exp~ct Kyle Pepple
and possibly Don Thomas who started the second game of the recent
road-trip.

UOP at Hayward St.
Saturday, February 25th (1st game)
The Tigers scored single runs in
each of the first, second, fourth, and
fifth innings to defeat the Pioneers 41.
UOP relied on the right arm of
Mike Pitz to shut down the Hayward
attack with only five liits and eight
strikeouts in nine innings pitched.
With the exception of the Pioneer's
first inning run and the double which
knocked it in, Pitz did not allow a
single Hayward baserunner as far as
second base.

U have at bome dadn& back to last year ... Uop 111
Utah State, 17-9 overa d tiU
PCAA opponeats and ll·llla tbt 14.
204
won nine of its last 12 games an sent
Spa;:~ Center...
~c
have a shot at an NC~ tournamS
STREAK INFO: The Tlcen •••e los
bid. Followi~g th~ Aggt~ game, an . 111 1 row (ties Jonaest streak ln. o11e 111
Jose State wrU be·m tour to battle the
Joaaest overall UOP Joslna streak 1a 19~
Tigers Sunday at 2 pm.
51 •51 and Sl-53) aad ll of tbelr ~ ~
TIGER NOTES
THE UOP ucoRD: Tbe Tlaen are l-16
overall and 0-14 In the PCAA ...The l6 Joaes
are he most In school hlstory ...The Ti1en are
0-llat homeand have losttbelr lastlJin arow

aames ... UOP has lost 17 stral&J!t coat~
aames ... Senlor auard loba LeldenbeiJDer llj
bla conseentln starts streak snapPed
ss ...Fresbmaa Brent Counts now bas ~
Joaaeststreak at 17...

Men , s t en n .I 5 t a k e s 8 t h
·

instead they dropped their first evet
loss to St. Mary's 6-3. The doubit~
Staff Writer
was the key to the Tigers' loss, which
saw
UOP l~se three very close mat.
The men's tennis team traveled .
ches in this area that could havt
to Stanford where they placed eighth
out of 14 teams. The tournament was gone either way.
highlighted by Mark Fairchilds' perFresno State Invitation
formance by making. it to the fourth
round before falling to Stanford's #1
Mark Fairchilds won the Fres110
rankeQ. player, Bill Goldie, 6-~, 6-2.
"Fairchilds has been outstandmg so · State Inv~tational, in si_ngles, by
ousting Bnan Mehmedbas1ch 6-3 6far this season," said coach Greg
2. UOP, who went on to claim fifth~
Kuntz.
out of eight teams, rmished behind;
. St. Mary's
Fresno State; California State
University, Hayward; University of
The Tigers were anticipating
Nevada, Reno; and UC Davis.
raising their overall record to 2-1, but

By Elton Engstrom

Staff Writer

With just one game remaining on
their schedule, the UOP Lady Tigers
basketball team has emerged from a
nine game slump to suddenly playing the
best it has all season and winning four of
its last five games.
With consecutive wins over USF
and San Jose St., the Lady Tigers
bowed to Cal last week in a last
minute decision, 63-58. The Tigers
had led by six with just over five
minutes remaining but the Bears, who
had beaten UOP 93-70 earlier in the
season, rallied quickly to outscore
Pacific 13-2 in the final minutes to
·
record the win.
UOP bounced back though, and

A representative will be on campu~
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

UOP vs. Hayward St
Friday, February 24th
Stated quite simply, you don't
win baseball games when you make
six errors. That is what the UOP
Tigers did last Friday ·· commit six ~
errors ·· and lost. The Pioneers ...
scored seven runs in the sixth and !
three unearned runs in the fourth to ]
blast the Tigers 10-7.
~~,
UOP trailed 10-3 after 6!/z innings, but managed three of their
own in the seventh and one more in
the ninth.
Mark Stone (1-3) absorbed the
loss before giving way to reliever Mat
Snider in the sixth. In four innings
pitched, Snider allowed only one run
on two hits with five strikeouts.

last Friday night; Pacific's ladies took
the Fresno State Bulldogs out of any
playoff possibilities with an impressive 74-71 victory. One night
later, in the Tigers final home appearance of the season, UOP turned a
close game into a rout midway into
the fi!lal period to soundly defeat St.
Mary's 78-63. UOP center, Joy Dana
led the Tiger attack with 20 points in
just 28 minutes while teammate Janet
Whitney scored 18 in 34 minutes.
The Lady Tiger ledger now stands at 13-12 overall and 4-9 in NorPac
action. The Lady Tigers season will
conclude tomorrow night in Fresno
when the Bulldogs will attempt to
take revenge on UOP's depleted crew
of seven.

TRY 0

THE FUTURE IS IN

Lady Tigers on a roll
By .Kevin Messenger

Want to !tar .,
your thougItt!• •

• ·FREE CORN BEEF SANDWICHES
SERVED EVERY HOUR
•

GREEN BEER

•

IRISH COFFEE

tlfe COCKTAilS

Jj MUSIC It MUWCANS STEW BAND~·

'·

•

.

'

5~~~~11 P.itches have yet to give up an earned run
Staff Writer

Strong pitching once again
dominated the box score as the Lady
Tiger softb.all . team rem:Uned undefeated, wmmng three wtth one tie
this past weeke~d .
.
The combmed efforts of Shelley
Mahoney, Kell~ Mayer, and Tammy
Joslin resulted m no earned runs, ex-

tendtng their total of not allowing an
ea~D:ed run to eight games, and maintatfnmg a perfect earned run average
0

.ooo.

. The Tigers (7-0-1) received their
ftrst real challenge of 1984 Friday
when they traveled to Cal to take on
the 13th ranked Bears. However they
~etu:ned home still unblemish~d by
. eatmg .the Bears 2-1 in nine innings
10 the ftrst game, then tying thefi! in

a11.other nine-inning game. .
SaturdaY., Februray 25th, the
seventh ranked Tigers swept a pair of
games from Sacramento State (7-1
and 5-0) at Sac. St.
This weekend, the Lady Tigers
travel to Arizona St. to compete in a
seven-team round-robbin tournament featuring some of the top
teams in the nation including ASU.
and Oklahoma St.

UOP vs. Cal, Feb. 24th

With no one out, Youn~ reached
She was sacrificed
to second by captain Lori Powell and
went to third on a single by shortstop
Barby Suttman before scoring on Suttman's sacrifice.
_
Tammy Joslin went the distance,
allowing an unearned run on eight
hits, improving her record to 3-0.
Barby Suttman had two hits, including a double to lead the Tigers
six-hit attack.

first on an error.

UOP vs. Cal, Feb. 24th
A sacrifice fly by Becky Suttman
in the top of the ninth inning scored
Cheryl Young from third base with
the go ahead run, spoiling a possible
upset by the Bears in the first game of
a doubleheader.
·

Cal scored another unearned run
in the second inning of the second
game to capture a tie with the Tigers,
spoiling an impressive performance
by pitcher Shelley Mahoney.

Unfortunately, it was Mahoney's
wild pitch whidl allowed the Bears
lone run. With one out and a runner
on third, one of her pitches sailed
past cather Laura Stubbs, allowing the
run to score.
·
Despite seven hit~ the Tigers
could only manage a run in the top of
the second inning, as Stubbs tripled
and scored on a single by Cheryl
Young.
Mahoney went all nine innings,
holding the Bears to only three hits.
Becky Suttman and Carol Rinauro
each had two hits in the game, which
was called on account of darkness.
UOP vs. CSUS, Feb. 25th
Mahoney didn 't allow a hit in
four innings as the Lady Tigers

breezed to a 7-1 win.
The Ti~~:ers scored three runs in
the third, two in the fowth, and single
runs in the fifth and sixth innings,
powered mainly by centerfielder
Becky Suttman and catcher Rinauro's
two hits.
They also ran at will,' stealing
eight bases in nine attempts, raising
their record to 6-0-1.

UOP vs. Sac. St., Feb. 25th
Tammy Joslin raised her record
to four wins without a loss in the
nightcap, pitching a one hitter,
striking out six, as the Tigers completed the doubleheader sweep 5-0.
Shortstop Barby Suttman led the
offense with two hits.

Want to share
your thoughts?

TRY OUR NEW "ROUND TABLE"
•
•
•
•

Stimulating con versation
good fellowship
fun
good food

WENOWCARRYGELATO

(italian ice cream)
"BUDS" Ice Cream from
San Francuco

Sandwiches
Soups-Salads-Meats
Cheeses-Deli
Rr•·;r l,fast ServPd 8:00-ll:OO am

Like th e former Raymond College Round T a ble, th is ta ble is in tended
for those who like to meet others and to have int eresting d isc ussions
wh ile eating their Redwood Room lunch .
REMEMBER -The "Round Table" in the Redwood Roo m ,
Monday thru Friday 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p .m .
No reservatio ns necessary.

2FORJ

-
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11rNr CHIP ICG ~EA~
Purchase I itt. t.rell.n1
at regular price and
receive the second one FREE
Limit one coupon per person

THIS ST. PATRICK's DAY IS.YOURS:
MAKE IT COORS!!

10

Pacifican

March 1, 1984
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vol. 74,
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prayer in schoo
us Senate v~ted.
against a constitUtion
lnendmc:nt to permit
in public schools.
• nrmsal needed a two -thir
• i<>ritv to pass; it received
1 votes short.
ifornia Senator w
, with Pete Wilson vol
and Alan Cranston vol
Presidential candida!
Hart voted against the nmu1
The

0

0

THIS IS OUR SPECIAL DAY OF THE YEAR AND
WE'VE OONE ALL OUT TO SHOW YOU A
ORAND TIME!

case dropp d

PUT ON SOME ·oREEN AND STOP BY ON THE 17th
TO NJOY FOOD, SPIRITS, AND GENERAL CRAZINESS

A1OZ CREDITE SUISSE GOLD INGOT
VIDEO CASSmE PLA1ER
CAMERA
2 FREE ENTREES AMONTH FOR ONE 1EAR
2 FREE DINNER OR lUNCH ENTREES

CONTEST RUNS FROM MARCH 4-17
STOP IW D l1 TO PUll ACOIN FROM THE POT AND TRY TO WIN REAL COLD
DON'T WAIT UNTil THE 17th STOP If AND TR110UR LUCK NOWI

(~

2381 March Ln.

•

Stockton, CA

•

952-2142

